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BRAND IDENTITY AT A GLANCE

PRIMARY LOGO PRIMARY COLORS

PRIMARY HEADLINE FONT 

ALTERNATE GOTHIC NO2

SECONDARY HEADLINE FONT 

PLAYFAIR DISPLAY REGULAR

BODY FONT 

Proxima Nova Regular



OUR MISSION

 
 

THE BROAD WILL BE A MAKING SPACE  
FOR WOMEN* IN RICHMOND, VA. 

 
A community center where we can learn from each other, a  

workspace where we can get it done, and a clubhouse where we can  
connect IRL - a place that exists to make more space for women in  

Richmond, in our communities, and in our world.



PRIMARY LOGO

PRIMARY VARIATIONS

STACKED VARIATIONS DECONSTRUCTED  VARIATIONS



LOGO USAGE

LOGO DON’TS

Do not distort, stretch or compress the logo

Do not rearrange the logo elements

Do not use off brand colors

Do not outline the logo

Do not fill the logo with a gradient

By using The Broad logo properly you maintain it’s integrity and promote brand consistency. 
Though exceptions can be made, always make an effort to place the logo on solid or minimalist 
backgrounds allowing the logo to make a bold, graphic statement. Below are some best practices 
to follow when working with The Broad logo. 

Clear space should be established to ensure logo visibility and impact. 
Maintaining the appropriate clear space between the logo and other 
graphic elements such as type, images, other logos, etc. ensures that 
the logo always appears unobstructed and distinctly separate from 
other graphic elements. 

Clear space should be equal to or greater than the width of the ‘H’ 
within the lockup (indicated by the square below).

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM SIZE

1 in / 72 px

To ensure the logo is legible and recognizable, there is a minimum 
size requirement based on the logo’s width. When reproducing the 
logo in print, the minimum width of the logo is 1 in. For online use, the 
minimum width is 72 px at 72 dpi. 



BRAND COLORS
The Broad color palette is sophisticated and fun with a retro twist. The primary color is purple, 
which is known for representing glamour, power and nostalgia. We have extended the palette 
to allow for design and layout treatments that can adapt to different surroundings. 

Goldenrod
C0   M23   Y64   K0
#FEC871

Frosted Lavender
C11   M13   0Y   K0
#DDD8EB

Charcoal
C0   M0   Y0   K93
#393839

Rosé
C0   M16   Y14   K0
#FCDACF

Magnolia
C0   M3   Y9   K0
#FFF4E5

Poppy
C0   M69   Y69   K0
#F37254

Goldenrod
R243   G190   B72
#F3BE48

Frosted Lavender
R211   G200   B227
#D3C8E3

Charcoal
R53   G52   B53
#353435

Rosé
R247   G217   B203
#F7D9CB

Magnolia
R255   G249   B244
#FFF9F4

Poppy
R211   G84   B44
#D3542C

COLOR PALETTE - WEB

COLOR PALETTE - PRINT



SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

COLOR PALETTES

TEXT COLORS

While The Broad’s palette consists of six colors, we only 
recommend using 3-4 at a time. Lavender should be incorporated 
into the palette whenever possible. Below are palette combinations 
that work well together and others which should never be used. 

PALETTE COMBINATIONS

To insure text legibility, we suggest the following 
combinations of text on colored backgrounds. 

SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

SAMPLE TEXT

Goldenrod in graphic design is reserved for digital executions 
only. We recommend using this color to highlight announcements 
and CTAs. We also recommend incorporating the Goldenrod into 
interior design and physical decor. 

NOW EN
ROLLI

NG!



COLOR PALETTE EXAMPLES



BRAND SPARKS
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MAKING SPACE FOR RICHMOND

MAKING SPACE FOR RICHMOND



TYPOGRAPHY

BODY COPY - MAIN HEADLINES - PRIMARY

Typography plays an important role in telling The Broad’s visual story. Within any project, try to 
minimize the number of variations in size and weight you use. Body copy and headlines can be 
either left justified or centered depending on the context. Use the fonts below according to the 
recommendations to ensure consistency across all branded materials. 

The main font for body copy is Proxima Nova. This sans serif 
font is modern, functional and easily legible. The recommended 
weights for this typeface include: Light, Regular and Medium. The 
condensed variations of this typeface are not recommended. 

HEADLINES - SECONDARY

Proxima Nova
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789!?/@#$%^&*(),.;:’”

A secondary, serif typeface for headlines and titling is 
Playfair Display. The recommended weights for this 
typeface include: Regular and Bold. 

PLAYFAIR DISPLAY
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789!?/@#$%^&*(),.;:’”

The primary font for headlines and titling is Alternate 
Gothic No2. This sans-serif font is on the narrow end of 
the width spectrum and therefore should never be used 
for body copy. (Note: A customized version of this font is 
used for the logo lockup.) 

Alternate Gothic No2
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789!?/@#$%^&*(),. ;:’”



ALT. TYPOGRAPHY

CANVA MAIL CHIMP

When brand fonts are not available, it’s best to use a similar style font. Use the guide 
below for Canva and Mail Chimp to keep branding as consistent as possible. 

Alternate Gothic = League Gothic
Playfair Display = Bodoni FLF
Poxima Nova = Aileron Regular 
 
 
HEADLINE - PRIMARY 
 
 
 

 
 
HEADLINE - SECONDARY 
 
 

 
 
BODY COPY - MAIN 
  
 
 

Alternate Gothic = Trebuchet MS
Playfair Display = Times New Roman
Poxima Nova = Arial

 
HEADLINE - PRIMARY 
 
 

TREBUCHET MS 
 
 HEADLINE - SECONDARY
 
 

TIMES NEW ROMAN
 
 
BODY COPY - MAIN 
  
 

Arial


